
ChangingAging Tour

convivium@drbillthomas.org

CONVIVIUM:
The act of good people coming  
together in a safe and comfortable 
environment to share good food  
and good conversation.

SETTING UP A CONVIVIUM GROUP 
IN YOUR COMMUNITY
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Welcome! 

We are so grateful that you are ready to join us as we work together to change the 
way society thinks about aging. It’s a mighty big job and we believe that creating a 
convivium group in your community is an excellent way to get started. 

So what is convivium?  Simply put it is the pleasure of good food shared in good 
company. It is a springboard to conversation and, sometimes, action.

We believe in convivium because, for more than two decades, we have seen how 
these very special (and enjoyable) conversations can promote and sustain change 
within our culture.

Convivium enables people get acquainted in new and meaningful ways. This 
“knowing” gives us insight into into the huge variety of gifts and talents within 
small local groups. Changing aging is a big job but we believe that if we start 
making a difference one community at a time we will start to see change in the 
declinist attitude about aging. 

We have found that as a group grows together common goals begin to emerge. 
Those goals show us the way forward. Be creative. The possibilities are endless!

Below are some guidelines for your convivium group. We offer these as a starting 
point to help you think about your path forward. Please take what serves your 
community and adapt what doesn’t. The format was developed by elders living 
with dementia and is quite similar to an Eden Alternative Learning Circle.

The convivium groups are like pebbles into water. We are creating the ripples of 
change. Please let us know how it goes. We are here as a resource if need be and 
would love to be the recipient of anecdotes from your time together. 

Peace and Love, 
Jude & Kyrié
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Setting: 
Select a comfortable, warm and welcoming location to hold your gathering. We 
recommend individual homes or a public coffee shop environment where people 
can be comfortable and speaking freely. Each member brings a dish for a potluck 
meal and together you share good food, good conversation with good people! 
(We do not recommend the workplace.)

Formula
• Grounding ritual: to set space and open the group

• This can be almost anything. We recommend something that involves
more than one sense. In the original group we used a singing bowl where
we could feel the vibrations and hear the sound. A small bell can also be
used.

• It is important that you pull chairs into a circle with nothing in the middle
to impede the space if possible.  If you are lucky enough to have a large
number of people, have 2 groups answering the same question. 6-8 people
is a good size.

• Learning Circle: 15 min (select one from the list below or come up with your
own) One person poses the agreed upon question. It is very important that
everyone have a minute or 2 to think about their response before the circle
begins, because the object of the circle is for everyone to LISTEN DEEPLY.
Simple rules:  No cross talking, no responding to another’s comments just
RESPECT each other’s comments. When someone in the circle feels moved to
speak, they take the talking piece (a symbol to pass so all have an opportunity
to answer, some answers may be a word or non-verbal). Everyone should
respond.  If a person chooses to pass, the circle returns to them after all others
have spoken. Try to keep answers to less than two minutes, a timer can be used
until the group has  a sense of length and respect and pacing are established.
An important intention is that the goal is not to search for ‘the’ answer but to
ponder deeply and find as many diverse answers as possible.

• Open Discussion: 30 min After the circle is complete, the group engages
popcorn style and the discussion flows where they want it to.

• Closing:  (need index cards, pencils a basket or hat to pass) Ask people to write
down other questions that they would like to discuss in the next gatherings and
drop them in the basket.  Have someone select one at random and the group
can decide if that seems to be a good topic for the following gathering.
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• Grounding Ritual: to close the group
• Potluck to continue the learning of one another.
• Note: Frequently a “natural facilitator” rises to the top, but the group can also

rotate the responsibility. This is YOUR group. Do what feels right to you.

Sample Questions: (many of these came from the elders)

• What is the hardest question you can think of?

• What has aging taught you?

• What is being human?

• Is it possible for us to give up our beliefs and values and just be human first?

• Why do we ponder?

• When is a time you have felt deeply connected in community?

• What is the process of learning?

• How do you hope to be remembered?

• Why is there something and not nothing?

• What would you like to know that you don’t know already?

• What makes life meaningful?

• What makes community?

• What does love look like?

• Does it matter what we believe in?

• Why are we here?

• When do we start dying?

• What is your tipping point?

• Is it possible to truly express yourself and be polite?

• What does “home” mean to you?

• Share a bit of wisdom that you learned from an elder in your life.

• Do you believe the Elders in this community are respected?  If not, give an

example of how to mend that.


